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Abstract: Interoperability has become a major challenge for the development of integrated healthcare
applications. This is mainly because of the reason that data is collected, processed, and managed using
heterogeneous protocols, different data formats, and diverse technologies, respectively. Moreover,
interoperability among healthcare applications has been limited because of the lack of mutually agreed
standards. This article proposes a semantic mediation model for the interoperability provision in
heterogeneous healthcare service environments. To enhance semantic mediation, the Web of Objects
(WoO) framework has been used to support abstraction and aggregation of healthcare concepts
using virtual objects and composite virtual objects with ontologies. Besides, semantic annotation of
healthcare data has been achieved with a simplified annotation algorithm. The alignment of diverse
data models has been supported with the deep representation learning method. Semantic annotation
and alignment provide a common understanding of data and cohesive integration, respectively.
The semantic mediation model is backed with a target ontology catalog and standard vocabulary.
Healthcare data is modeled using the standard Resource Description Framework (RDF), which
provides triples structure to describe the healthcare concepts in a unified way. We demonstrate the
semantic mediation process with the experimental settings and provide details on the utilization of
the proposed model.
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1. Introduction

Innovations in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have revolutionized
healthcare services landscape and created several possibilities to collect and manage healthcare
data [1] effectively. However, automated healthcare information exchange across services is affected
due to the heterogeneity of systems. Consequently, one of the major challenges in healthcare services
is of data interoperability, which is spawned when healthcare information services are developed
independently in different institutions. They involve diverse data processing methods and eventually
materialize into heterogeneous models to maintain healthcare information [2,3].

Data interoperability has been defined as the capability through which heterogeneous systems
and applications could communicate and exchange data and interpret the meaning of data so that it
becomes sharable and reusable across systems [2]. It provides huge benefits in terms of integration
of multiple systems which enables collaboration and distribution of information. Interoperability
can be achieved in different levels; hence, its different types have been considered to realize uniform
sharing of information in heterogeneous healthcare environments fully. These include technical
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interoperability, syntactic interoperability, and semantic interoperability. The technical interoperability
is concerned with technological aspects of healthcare platforms and systems, such as those that are
associated with specific software elements or that enable communication among different systems.
It also encompasses issues regarding protocols and their technical specifications. The syntactical
interoperability, on the other hand, defines functions to support syntax level mediation. It is concerned
with different data formats, heterogeneous schemas, and diverse interfaces. Besides, the semantic
interoperability is concerned with the meaning of data. It defines the true meaning of the contents
that are generated by healthcare information services and mutually agreed by different systems that
use these contents. Consensus on meaning is required while exchanging the data across systems. The
semantic interoperability enables different stakeholders to access and understand data unambiguously.

Nowadays, semantic interoperability provisioning in healthcare data applications has become a
crucial and the most challenging problem [2,4–6]. Several healthcare applications maintain data through
isolated technological silos and manage information in different semantic models, where each model
is designed specifically to a particular healthcare application. The lack of standards for integration
and sharing of healthcare data from diverse systems provide a challenge for developing semantically
interoperable cross-domain applications. It is difficult to resolve such heterogeneity through solid
database solutions merely because each database is designed by different knowledge engineers with a
different set of requirements which results in semantic heterogeneity [7]. Therefore, this article mainly
focuses on key aspects of semantic interoperability. The semantic interoperability provisioning requires
features such as the common semantic models and semantic mediation mechanisms to maintain a
shared understanding of data, eventually providing a mutual exchange, and integration of information.
The semantic mediation mechanisms provide intermediation processing and management of data to
generalize well for the isolated and heterogeneous data solutions. To develop a semantic interoperability
provisioning model, some key procedures have been recognized in previous studies [8,9]. The semantic
interoperability provisioning involves ontological model’s core concepts and their metadata in a source
domain to be aligned well with the concepts of target domains. Such mediation requires very efficient
and reliable mechanisms to achieve effective interoperability for healthcare applications.

A view of the healthcare application environments where semantic interoperability provisioning
is required is shown in Figure 1. In such a scenario, different stakeholders such as hospitals, clinical
rehabilitation centers, government institutes, etc. want to integrate and share data for mutual decision
making. A variety of healthcare applications could benefit, if there is a common understanding of the
shared data and generic processing mechanisms; which could reduce the cost, enable faster processing,
and decrease the overall data management complexity.
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Data interoperability benefits the global healthcare market, which is increasing with tremendous
potential for diverse applications. These application areas include healthcare systems [10], diagnosis
and consultation applications [11,12], telehealth solutions [13], clinical decision support systems [14],
health information interchange applications [15], chronic healthcare management applications [16],
and several others.

Moreover, healthcare services are not only restricted to stationary information services but they
have evolved into more dynamic applications, such as remote health monitoring in pervasive and
Internet of Things (IoT) enabled environments, such as emotion detection [17,18], depressive disorder
analysis [19], or mental health monitoring [20] from physiological signals collected through smart
sensors. However, in these type of applications, data interoperability still pose a major challenge [21].
Applications that provide healthcare services by monitoring the affective human health state, such as
emotions, collect data from diverse heterogeneous sources and modalities using wearable and stationary
sensors and devices [22], as well as from smartphones [23]. In such applications, heterogeneity in data
models, data processing methods, and communication protocols develop interoperability bottleneck
and limit the integration of data collected from multiple sources and reduces the flexibility for healthcare
information sharing in smart environments.

To overcome these challenges, the proposed work contributes to a semantic mediation model
and provides a solution for data interoperability in heterogeneous healthcare applications. The
model involves several features including the semantic annotation of healthcare data collected from
different sources, a semantic alignment mechanism involving the deep representation learning, and
the integration of healthcare concepts. The work also contributes a base ontology model to provide
the mapping of healthcare concepts from diverse ontologies. It provides a Web of Objects (WoO) [24]
based ontology catalog infrastructure to deploy semantic ontologies which could be utilized by diverse
healthcare systems to support interoperable data management and processing.

The main contributions of this article are as follows:

• We propose a semantic mediation model to support interoperability provisioning for healthcare
data integration, sharing, and exchange;

• A base ontology model has been developed with a standard healthcare vocabularies catalog,
supporting the reuse of semantic ontologies across applications;

• We utilize deep representation learning-based mechanisms to mitigate the heterogeneity of
semantic data models.

• Ontology models have been developed to describe and maintain healthcare knowledge.
• The development of interoperable healthcare applications has been simplified by devising Web of

objects enabled features with semantic interoperability provisioning capabilities.
• We formulated a semantic annotation algorithm and semantic alignment procedures to enhance

overall interoperability provisioning.

Moreover, the development of data interoperability mechanism based on a common data model
has been realized, which enables the harmonization of data from different domains. A reusable catalog
of ontologies and standard vocabularies can provide an effective solution when it is supported with
Web of Objects enabled features. It can mitigate the semantic heterogeneity problem of healthcare
applications. The Web of Objects model provides the integration of heterogeneous data resources with
semantic support features.

2. Background and Related Work

In large scale healthcare environments, providing interoperability among diverse applications has
become a crucial requirement nowadays as the lack of data interoperability has become a significant
problem in information sharing, integration, and cross-domain application development [25]. Systems
generating diverse types of data provide limitations for integration and sharing to support high-level
objectives of unified healthcare services. Healthcare platforms use heterogeneous data models, and
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involve different protocols to extract and process data, even different data terminologies and formats
are used for the data management. As well, due to the lack of agreed standards interoperability
provisioning solutions are very limited. It has been envisaged that without an appropriate level of
interoperability, the full benefits of integrated healthcare applications cannot be achieved.

Data integration and sharing are also hampered when similar models are used to represent data,
but the meaning of concepts differ among models; creating a gap to interoperate [26]. Such scenarios
require the interoperability of semantics. Semantic interoperability provides a common interpretation
of the meaning of contents across different systems. Diverse systems could collaborate and integrate
their applications based on shared semantic models, schemas, and common metadata and methods
that provide mediation among different collaborating systems [27].

Data interoperability has been investigated from diverse perspectives in the existing literature;
some approaches provide the standard semantic ontology models [28,29] to mitigate the heterogeneity,
while others use the semantic alignment [30] approaches to mediate among different models. Also,
common data models have been utilized by some organizations to minimize heterogeneity in
healthcare applications.

Semantic interoperability in healthcare applications has been influenced by the use of approaches
where ontologies provide a semantic bridge for different applications. Standard ontologies and
vocabularies define the domain concepts and their relationships which are used by heterogeneous
systems to understand and interoperate with each other. Several research studies and implementations
have been explored in academia and industry. Such as adil et al. [31], proposed an ontology-based
approach for semantic interoperability in distributed healthcare information services.

To support interoperability in heterogeneous environments where healthcare monitoring could
be realized using smart devices, several semantic ontology models have been introduced, such as
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) ontology [32], which is known
as an early effort for the description of sensors and their aspects related to functions, operations, and
measurements. Another was Sensor Web for Autonomous Mission Operations (SWAMO) [33], which
enabled the cooperation among agents with a web of sensors in intelligent environments. Later on,
the most widely used ontology in pervasive environments, the W3C Semantic Sensor Network (SSN)
ontology [34] was introduced. The SSN ontology defines the concepts related to sensors, actuators,
observations, features, related procedures, and samples. The SSN ontology incorporates the SOSA
ontology which defines concepts of Sensor, Observation, Samples, and Actuator. Several applications
take benefit from the combination of SOSA and SSN, such as sensing and monitoring applications.
To enable semantic interoperability across platforms, oneM2M [35] also provides a base ontology for
onem2m-based applications. The purpose of providing such an ontology model is to enable other
systems to interoperate with the onem2m platform.

Describing the semantics has been achieved well with ontology models. However, due to the
difference in human opinions about the understanding of domain knowledge, there exist numerous
ontologies that differ from each other while describing the same domain concepts. In such cases,
ontology alignment approaches have been investigated to support semantic interoperability. Several
states of the art methods have been explored, such as Lambrix et al. [36], provides the alignment
of ontologies related to the biomedical domain. This work follows one to one alignment among
ontology concepts and their relationships. This system uses structure and terminology based alignment
and some external information for similarity-based alignment. An automated ontology alignment
method proposed by Wei Hu [6], handles complex ontologies with RDFs and Ontology Web Language
(OWL). The method processes alignment in three steps—first is to divide the ontologies, second is
to provide alignment of the divisions, and the third is to learn the alignments. An agent-oriented
alignment approach has been provided by Nagy Miklos [37], where agents provide initial closely
accurate alignments which are further improved after the integration. Another approach that has
been developed for semantic alignment is based on multi-policy dynamic alignment with multiple
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matching tasks [38]. Also, in the bioinformatics domain, one study [39] provides an automatic semantic
similarity-based alignment and integration.

Moreover, several other approaches that support data interoperability make use of common data
models. These approaches provide a shared representation of data through standard vocabulary
and shared schema. In data interoperability provisioning process common representation of data is
generated so that it can be understood by several heterogeneous applications which provide a highly
useful way to support integration and sharing of information. To support healthcare applications
analytics, Observations on Healthcare Data Sciences, and Informatics (OHDSI) [40] has introduced a
common data representation model. Some similar types of data models have also been developed in
previous research studies such as [41], where the purpose was to build a common abstract data model
to handle neuroscience data. Another shared data model introduced by pcornet [42] was derived from
the Mini-Sentinet Common Data Model (CDM), follows a common data transformation.

3. Data Interoperability Provisioning with Web of Objects

3.1. Web of Objects Model

The Web-of-Objects (WoO) reference model [24] supports the development of interoperable
applications using data-driven features in combination with knowledge-driven approaches.
Web-of-Objects provides the mechanism for semantic virtualization of data and resources. It provides
a unified model of digital representation of heterogeneous information generated from diverse data
sources including sensing, actuating, and other information sources. Incorporation of WoO features in
heterogeneous healthcare applications could foster data interoperability provision.

The Web-of-Objects is highly significant for the development of interoperable healthcare
applications. Its importance can be realized through the layered reference model (WoO Specification
[ITU-T Y.4458] [24]) for the management and processing of data. Its virtual level features Virtual
Objects (VOs) which are necessary to provide a semantic representation of heterogeneous healthcare
data. Composite virtual level provides enhanced conglomeration and orchestration of VOs to reflect
logical constraints on data with respect to healthcare domain. To develop interoperable service
capabilities over the healthcare data model, it supports features for distributed applications with
semantic data management.

3.2. Modeling Interoperable Healthcare Services with WoO

Modeling healthcare services with WoO enables data interoperability in the heterogeneous
healthcare environment and simplifies the integration of data using standard virtual object information
models. Data collected from real-world objects in various healthcare settings are virtually digitized
and semantically annotated into VOs. Healthcare data in VOs are accumulated and harmonized
by the CVOs (Composite Virtual Objects), to extract high-level knowledge. An overall view of the
multi-domain healthcare environment supported with WoO features for interoperability provisioning
has been rendered in Figure 2. WoO features are equipped with the necessary data processing
capabilities and interfaces to collect and process the healthcare data from multiple platforms. This
design is based on a bottom-up style where data generated from various healthcare environments are
gathered for processing at different levels. It follows the WoO reference platform to represent diverse
healthcare data.

VO data processing functions provide mechanisms to manage virtual objects. VOs are based on
the semantic ontology, and they follow a well-defined information model which semantically annotates
the data coming from the varied healthcare-oriented real-world objects. VOs are identified through
unique Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). On top of the VO layer, CVOs form a composition of
multiple VOs. In other words, one or more VOs are composed in a CVO to serve a service request. It is
important to note that CVO not only provides a mashup of multiple Vos, but it also defines the set of
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rules that generate actionable information on VO data. These rules are triggered once the data from
the VO satisfy the conditions already defined in the rules of each CVO.
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In multi-domain healthcare environments, it is necessary to support interoperability in case the data
or objects can be reused in different domains. The semantic mediation model in our design incorporates
a set of features that facilitate interoperable operations required to mitigate the heterogeneity of
different domains.

The healthcare data analytics and processing layer provide analytic functionalities. The
analytics processing services are categorized into knowledge-driven and data-driven services. The
knowledge-driven services process the semantic data models and use reasoning engine to infer the
knowledge hidden in the semantic objects. In contrast, the data-driven services integrate learning
processes to classify and predict the healthcare-related facts using deep learning algorithms.

The top layer in the design is related to service management functions, which contains system-level
functionalities. These include service request evaluation and analysis service, which processes the user
request based on the user history and preference parameters and also considers user access level policy.
The lifecycle management process handles states of different services in the system; it takes care of
which services are in running state and which are halted due to the service load. The discovery process
manages services availability by querying the service repository database. The service repository
database provides the entries of all services available in the system. Whereas, the orchestration process
is responsible for the composition flows of services and their configurations.

Besides, virtual object data processing functions manage VOs, which digitally represent healthcare
objects with their descriptive semantic information. The VO representation model is necessary to
describe the healthcare data object properties that can be associated with VOs. It includes different
types of metadata including VO description, its interface information, its functions, features, and
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profile. The VO representation model describes the entities to be used by CVOs and services in the WoO
domain. The VOs are generated from the VO template based on the representation model. Following
the defined semantic information, the VO representation model’s (VO R-M) generic layout has been
illustrated in Figure 3.
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4. Semantic Interoperability Provision in Heterogeneous Healthcare Service Environments

4.1. Semantic Mediation Model

Semantic interoperability is one of the key requirements to support integrated healthcare solutions,
whether it would be a patient’s remote health monitoring service which collects information through
several data sources or an integrated healthcare application to facilitate access to many healthcare
services for diverse stakeholders. The semantic mediation model is based on several interoperability
provisioning functions. A view of this model is illustrated in Figure 4. It consists of many features
which mainly include semantic annotation of healthcare data, semantic alignment of heterogeneous
models, the common data model for unified representation of healthcare contents, and a catalog of
target ontology models to maintain the repository of semantically aligned ontologies for the integration
of multiple healthcare systems.

Semantic annotation of healthcare data is achieved by providing enhancement to the contents
collected from varied sources, which provides interlinking among the data, as well as making them
machine-readable with semantic ontology attachment. Through the semantic annotation process,
information is attached to existing contents based on the defined concepts in the subject ontology
model. With the semantic annotation, isolated data are transformed into descriptions associated with
the ontology that can be further inferred, exchanged, and reused.

The semantic mediation model also consists of the ontology alignment mechanism. The semantic
alignment and linking function enable the mapping and management of source and target schemas.
The mechanism of semantic alignment includes a semantic ontology management process service,
which provides the capability to manage the ontology alignment. It is designed as a microservice to
instantiate the ontology alignment process by providing the source and target ontology models. It
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takes both ontologies and performs an alignment. This service returns the alignment results, in terms
of the true mapping achieved through the mapping algorithm. The approach to semantic alignment is
followed through deep representation learning, as further discussed in Section 4.2.3.
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Besides, a Common-Data-Model (CDM) for healthcare data integration, sharing, and
interoperability provision plays an important role. CDM transforms the heterogeneous types of
data collected from diverse sources, having different structure into coherent, unique data formats. The
process of transforming the data into the CDM model involves standard vocabularies, core schema,
and the common data format. To satisfy the requirements of semantic interoperability for healthcare
data, CDM provides a key role. A single source of data cannot provide an overall status, and it is
insufficient to be analyzed where applications are dependent on many data sources with different
semantics and formats. To comply with semantic interoperability requirements, a common data model
has been realized.

Semantic interoperability provision in an environment where healthcare applications can utilize
the information from several data models which are although designed for different applications but
refer to the same type of data can mitigate semantic heterogeneity. In such scenarios; however, it is
very difficult to integrate such data automatically. To achieve this, a target ontologies catalog has
been designed to provide the semantic repositories and necessary data processing and management
mechanism based on the WoO infrastructure. Moreover, base ontology has been designed to contain
the generic concepts to support the semantic interoperability for healthcare applications. It also
has features and associated metadata. The base ontology model has an interface to the standard
ontology models of the healthcare domain and other external ontologies to express and provide
interoperable features with existing systems. Moreover, the functionalities in the semantic mediation
model have been designed through a microservices design pattern to support scalable interoperability
provision in dynamically changing environments. A few of these services that have been designed are
semantic annotation microservice and alignment microservice, semantic format registration, and query
processing microservices.
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4.2. Semantic Interoperability in Healthcare Data Models

To effectively develop interoperable applications on healthcare data, various methods at different
levels have been employed to date. These include the use of interoperable data models to share a
common set of concepts over the data or the use of semantic ontology models to follow a standard
vocabulary for integrating and sharing healthcare information across multiple applications. Also, a
major effort for providing semantic interoperability is achieved through semantic ontology alignment
techniques which support the discovery of similar concepts defined in heterogeneous data models. The
ontology alignment approaches in existing studies so far make use of token-based or character-based
methods with string-matching or character-matching algorithms to align the entities in different
ontologies. However, high-level information relationships in the ontology entity description are
often missed. To overcome such a problem, learning-based approaches have been utilized. In the
learning-based methods, deep representations of ontology entities descriptions are learned. It has been
observed that the learned representations of ontology entities provide better results while computing
similarity among entities of ontology models.

4.2.1. Development of Ontology Models for Semantic Alignments

To mitigate semantic heterogeneity so that cross-domain healthcare applications could be
developed, semantic alignment and annotation based on the standard vocabularies are highly required.
We developed three ontology models of affective human health conditions and realized their annotations,
where standard National Cancer Institute (NCI) Thesaurus [43] and Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine (SNOMED) terminologies [44] have been followed (as shown in Figure 5). The developed
ontology models and their alignment with the base ontology have been further discussed in Section 5.1.
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Moreover, the semantic base ontology consists of the generic concepts to support the
interoperability for healthcare applications (as shown in Figure 6). It includes the base object
entity, which represents Real-World Objects (RWOs). The RWO has the operation mode as it may
represent any sensor or actuator; however, if the RWO represents any other information, this mode will
be set to none. A Base Object Element (BOE) is an entity to hold a base object. The BOE can have input
features as well as the output features. Each feature has associated metadata with which it presents the
details on the BOEs and the operation that could be supported on this abstraction. The Composite
Elements (CE) are the entities in the base ontology that will contain the collection of BOE entities. They
also have features and associated metadata. Base Ontology model has an interface to the standard
W3C SSN ontology and other external ontologies to express and provide interoperable features with
existing systems.
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4.2.2. Semantic Annotation of Data Generated from Heterogeneous Sources

The semantic annotation process enables the annotation of the data based on the standard semantic
ontology data model. It provides annotation using the selected annotation description language.
Semantic annotation provides enhancement of content by interlinking machine processed data to the
mined concepts of a semantic ontology graph. Through semantic annotation process, information is
attached to existing contents based on the concepts of the ontology model. Semantic annotation allows
heterogeneous data to be transformed into meaningful information using an ontology model that can
be inferred, exchanged, and reused. Features of semantic annotation capability include describing the
associations among concepts and ontology models, associating information to the ontology graphs,
and assigning semantic concepts and properties to the target data.

To provide semantic annotation of heterogeneous healthcare data, a generic semantic annotation
algorithm has been developed. The algorithm takes a collection of ontology graphs [
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Φ] and a pointer
to the registry entries (Re). The process involves loading concepts that need to be annotated with
selected semantic ontology. Queries are performed on reference ontology graphs to extract semantic
annotations. The algorithm contains several nested operations, in which the first series of iterations
compute similarities on each extracted concept and generate a semantic graph. In the second phase,
the entries are checked, and a validation is performed to evaluate the annotations. Moreover, validated
entries are stored in the registry, and a base ontology instance is created to maintain annotated concepts.
Also, verified semantically annotated graphs are either added to the annotation queue for quick
reference or stored in the graph dataset of the semantic repository based on the computed weights. To
visualize the process, a flow chart of the algorithm is presented in Figure 7.

4.2.3. Semantic Ontology Alignment using Deep Representation Learning

Ontology graphs are an important way to represent shared concepts in diverse domains for
the sharing of knowledge across different systems. Even though ontologies that describe the same
domain, may differ in their element level information, as they are designed by different knowledge
engineers, which provide their viewpoint while encoding the semantic descriptions and relationships
on real-world concepts.

The solution to semantic interoperability is to provide an effective ontology alignment approach.
The existing ontology alignment approaches are based on diverse types of mapping mechanisms, some
apply the character level mapping while others make use of tokens information of the entities in a
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chosen ontology. Some feature extraction-based approaches have also been explored in the recent
literature [45–47]. However, these studies are very limited, and they only focused on extracting features
that are based on the ontology structure or terminology only. However, engineering features from
these information sources are quite time-consuming. As well, such features could only be used for
the domain they have been designed for; therefore, the performance of ontology alignment methods
varies according to the features used.
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To resolve such problems, deep learning-based approaches have been introduced in the
literature [48,49]. In these approaches, the deep neural network [50] based models are employed
to generate a representation from ontology descriptions which could be used to compute similarity
among ontology entities. To realize the semantic alignment process, we follow a similar method and
provide interoperability provision through ontology mapping for heterogeneous data in different VO
ontology models. In our approach, we extend utilization not only on the VO ontology classes and
properties but also the VO ontology individual description and their metadata information. We have
considered the processing of ontology data, such as extracting the ontology entities, learning the deep
representation of ontology entities, and developing the semantic similarity computation. We take
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ontologies for alignment as RDF graph formats. These RDF files are processed to remove extra contents
and extract the core entities.

Learning VO Ontology Representations

Representation learning provides the opportunity to support semantic interoperability problems
through learning representation of ontological concepts, and this has been envisaged through the
improved performance of deep learning methods. Moreover, existing approaches do not focus on the
higher-level information available in the ontologies. To utilize this opportunity, deep learning-based
methods to learn the representation of VO ontological information are utilized. This information
is processed through the vector of words which ultimately provide improved performance to the
ontology alignment method. The proposed model provides a mechanism to interoperate the domain
ontologies by aligning their entities. There exist several types of information with respect to entities
in an ontology which include concept or classes in the ontology graph, entities or the individuals,
the associated data properties and the object properties, many different types of other data, such as
identifiers of entities and comments, which depend on the ontology design as shown in Figure 8.
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We describe the formal expression of each entity information that is used in our model
(Equations (1)–(6)). While we define the formal notations (based on our previous study [51]) for the
alignment of source ontology (
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We describe the formal expression of each entity information that is used in our model 
(Equations (1)–(6)). While we define the formal notations (based on our previous study [51]) for the 
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α =
{ {

Conα1, Conα2, . . . , Conαn
}
∈

{
Conαdomain−α

} }
(2)
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α =
{{

elα1, elα2, . . . , elαn
}
∈

{
Elαdomain−α

} }
(3)
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}
∈

{
DPrpαdomain−α

} }
(4)
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We describe the formal expression of each entity information that is used in our model 
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The ontology alignment (SA) process is to discover the semantic association among two diverse 
ontologies, where the first one is the initial source, and the other one is target ontology [49,52]. We 

α =
{{

mObjα1, mObjα2, . . . , mObjαn
}
∈

{
MObjαdomain−α

} }
(6)

The above expression describes the data elements in an ontology
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properties. 

The ontology alignment (SA) process is to discover the semantic association among two diverse 
ontologies, where the first one is the initial source, and the other one is target ontology [49,52]. We 

ntoT. The input of the semantic alignment is the two diverse ontologies,
and the output of the alignment process is the correspondence or the association defined as a tuple in
the following equation.

SA = Ucod, EtS, EtT, SC, C (7)

EtS , EtT: are the entities in the source ontology and target ontology.
SC: Semantic correspondence between the entities of two ontologies.
C: The degree of strong confidence among the entities of ontologies.
Ucod: The unique identification code of entity alignments.

Procedure for Learning Representations

To learn the representation of ontology entities for semantic alignment, some preprocessing
procedures have been used. The input to the preprocessing method is a set of ontologies chosen for
alignment task. The procedure involves several steps to retrieve the information. These include, first
to extract ontology descriptions from the provided ontology models. The extraction of ontology tuples
has been achieved through Jena libraries using open source Jena framework [53]. The extracted tuples
are processed by removing the additional information and extracting the entity descriptions. The
descriptions are refined through cleaning, lemmatization, and token formation. After processing the
word tokens, they are processed and utilized for the Binary-Bag-of-Word (B-B-W) vector generations.
Whereas, the next step involves the provision of B-B-W vectors input to learn the model which generates
the representations. Finally, abstract representations need to be utilized for computing similarities.
The stepwise process for the semantic alignment has been shown in Figure 9.
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In the process to learn the VO ontology graph representation, we use descriptions of the VO
ontology entities, as discussed in the above section. The representation learning model learns the
representation in multiple layers from the low level to a high level. The core steps performed to learn the
representation involve, first, to produce the Binary-Bag-of-Word (B-B-W) vectors of each VO ontology
entities based on their description. Secondly, to get a higher representation, a learning-based approach
has been followed. Thirdly, to get the alignment among the ontology graph entities, cosine measure of
similarity [49] has been used to get the similarity matrix. Similar to previous work, similarity mapping
is identified with the algorithm of stable marriage [54,55].
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Diverse ontology alignment approaches have been used in previous researches. However,
recently, the ontology alignment process is moving towards learning-based approaches. Research,
such as in [49,52], have realized that the deep neural network-based approaches prove better in
ontology alignment using representation learning. We utilize a similar approach to get the learned
representation of ontological entities using a model of Auto Encoder (AuE) [56], which learns the
abstract representation on the VO data. The learning model is illustrated in Figure 10, where input
VO ontology data (VOO) are given as B-B-W vector to the model and in the output VO ontology
representation (VOÔ) is obtained, that is same to (VOO) based on learning the estimate to function
(E(VOO)). The model constitutes an encoder and decoder parts, similar to previous studies [50,57].
Also, following the existing practices in standard approaches [50,58], the encoder is defined as
E(VOO) = P

(
Wk + B j1

)
, and the decoder is defined as D′(E(VOO)) = P′

(
WT(E(VOO)) + B j2

)
.

Function P is an activation function (same as sigmoid P′(o) = 1/(1 + exp(−VOO))), whereas
B, and W, are bias and weights used in the model, respectively. To get maximum information,

the model tries to reduce the errors Q(VOO, (D(E(VOO)))) = (
[ ∣∣∣VOO − D(E(VOO))

∣∣∣ ])2
to

redevelop the output [57]. Going through transformation process, the proposed model acquires
the representations for each entity in the VO ontology. Moreover, for learning the description
of entities and their correlation, the model minimizes loss function for VO ontology set of class
entities Loss f (w, b)n

Clss =
∑n

k = 1 Di f f (ClssVOO
(i), ClssVOÔ

( j)), given the weights (w) and bias
(b), where the custom build function Di f f minimizes the loss between VO class descriptions of
ClssVOO

(i) and ClssVOÔ
( j) as per standard procedure [50,52]. A similar operation is performed for

the data properties (Loss f (w, b)n
Dp) and individual entities (Loss f (w, b)n

Ind). Here, VOO
(i), VOÔ

( j) is
the vector representation of the (B-B-Ws) of entities in the VO source and target ontologies.
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Figure 10. Representation of the learning model.

When the vectors of B-B-Ws of VO ontology entities are provided to the network, it generates the
representation at diverse levels. Based on multi-layers of learning, representations have been learned.
In this model, the last layer or representation as the final output of the VO ontology description are
used to calculate the semantic alignment of concepts. The two AuEs have been used, where the last
AuE creates the final representation. Using the learned representations, the semantic distance based on
cosine similarity measure is computed similarly used in [49], and the similarity matrix is formulated.
Likewise based on the method used in [54,55], the algorithm of stable marriage has been utilized to
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find out the similarity among entities based on the similarity matrix of VO source ontology and VO
target ontology.

4.2.4. Deployment of Learned Semantic Alignments in the Target Ontology Catalog

Semantic interoperability provision can enhance data sharing in an environment where healthcare
applications could utilize the information from diverse models that are, although designed for different
applications, refer to the same data. In such scenarios, it is very difficult to integrate such data
automatically. Existing approaches of semantic alignment require the mechanisms to align these data
models with the help of human or tool efforts. We propose a setup of automatic semantic alignments
in the face of diverse semantic models (as shown in Figure 11). We design a set of microservices which
enable the semantic processing into features such as semantic annotation, semantic query processing,
and semantic alignments processing. Moreover, a base ontology catalog has been set up to provide the
repositories and data processing and management mechanism based on the WoO infrastructure. The
learning mechanism has been designed as the microservice process to enable learning of the ontology
representations, which are input to the semantic alignment process to compute the semantic similarities
between data models. Depending on the semantic matches, entries are stored in the base ontology
instances. These instances collectively form an interoperable shared data model to provide semantic
coherence of multiple data models. A base ontology generated from the semantic alignment process
could be used by other systems to deal with the heterogeneity of the chosen system; this enables the
development of applications to form service flows on the heterogeneous data which are semantically
synchronized from multiple systems.
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4.2.5. Common Data Model

The Common-Data-Model (CDM) transforms the heterogeneous types of data collected from
diverse sources, having different structure into coherent, unique data formats. The process of
transforming the data into the CDM model involves standard vocabularies, core schema, meta-data
schema, and the common data format. To satisfy the requirement of semantic interoperability for
healthcare data, CDM provides a key role. A single source of data cannot provide an overall status,
and it is insufficient to be analyzed where applications are dependent on many data sources with
different semantics and formats. To comply with the semantic interoperability requirement, a common
and standard data model is highly necessary. To fill the gap of existing approaches for a commonly
approved data model, we propose our CDM realized as Interoperable Shared Data Model (ISDM).

The ISDM provides data enhancements using a common schema and Meta schema and standard
vocabulary with data transformation procedures to map the data from heterogeneous domains into an
interoperable shared data resource to provide sharing and integration among applications at different
data levels (as presented in Figure 12a).
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process to shared data representation along with standard vocabulary, core and meta schemas. (b) An
example of transformation to the Interoperable Shared Data Model (ISDM) through extracting entities
from the domain-specific data model with their metadata description and their translation from the
concepts of a domain to the generic entities.

Transformation to the interoperable shared data model is done by extracting the entities from the
domain-specific data model with their metadata description and their translation from the concepts of
a domain to the generic entities of ISDM. An example of this transformation is shown in Figure 12b,
given below. Such translation involves a core schema to transform the concept of the domain and a
Meta schema to transform the related metadata of the domain. Core Schema provides the collections of
reference concepts and their intermediate relationships used to represent the data in subject domains.
The meta schema provides a set of reference metadata for the transformation of domain metadata
to a cross-domain interoperable metadata description. The major elements of CDM involve the
management of core data and metadata, which promotes the improvement in the data interoperability
provision process through the features such as the expressive description of data elements; commonly
understood meaning of data across diverse domains; reusability of data among different applications;
and the uniform transformation of data into standard formats.

5. Experimental Analysis and Implementation

5.1. Implementation Setup

A WoO based Implementation setup for healthcare data interoperability has been developed (as
shown in Figure 13). It constitutes a suite of microservices including a semantic annotation microservice,
the semantic query processing microservice, and semantic alignment microservice which are deployed
in the implementation setup. The annotation microservice enriches the contents from a domain object
by linking the information with the semantic ontology. It involves associating extra information with
the contents of an object corresponding to an ontology. The annotation of information helps the content
to be machine-readable and interpretable in other domains. The query processing microservice handles
the queries from the data analytics layer. It checks and maintains query logs and executes the query
if the entry is available; otherwise, it generates a new query specific to the service requirement. The
alignment microservice is invoked in case two objects, which need to interoperate in service, are using
different data models to represent similar information. In this case, the alignment microservice aligns
the concept from these data models to make them interoperable and usable to handle the service
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request. Besides, for the semantic description, a validator microservice has been defined that checks
the description of annotated contents to verify its correspondence with the semantic ontology concepts
and their relationships.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 30 
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Semantic alignment of data with base ontology has been achieved in these settings. A base
ontology catalog has been formulated in a cloud-based setup of repositories implemented using the Jena
Fuseki Server [59]. Also, linking with standard terminologies has been provided. An Interoperability
processing server (IPS) has been set up to support these processing functions. The IPS provides
functions to retrieve data elements and allow query processing services. Also, a SPARQL endpoint
to support query processing interfaces have been set up. An Object Abstraction Management (OAS)
server has also been established to deploy abstraction processing microservice which instantiates and
maintains VO templates and provides an interface to retrieve VO profiles.

5.2. Semantic Ontology Development

Existing research [60,61], has demonstrated that affective states of human health could be
recognized from physiological condition monitoring. In this regard, several recent studies have focused
on collecting data on affective health states through wearable sensors. Queen Mary University of
London, United Kingdom, and the University of Trento, Italy, in collaboration, have gathered such
data and organized them into the AMIGOS [1] and DEAP [3] datasets. Based on this, we develop two
ontology models to express health state concepts and their semantic relationships.

The first ontology model has been developed to express the domain concepts of diverse affective
health states, which is designed as AMIGOS affective states ontology (shown in Figure 14). This
ontology contains several concepts about different states of affective conditions such as stress, anger,
amusement, etc. Also, it contains concepts such as the severity of these states, healthcare profiles, and
sensor input feed. The modeled ontology has been aligned to the base ontology model following
a shared data categorizations. The second ontology model (DEAP semantics ontology as shown in
Figure 15), also constitutes the concepts on affective health state conditions and their level of severity
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based on the diverse data input; however, the concepts are categorized in different hierarchies and the
data are semantically expressed differently. The reason for using AMIGOS and DEAP models is to
realize the interoperability issues in the healthcare domain, specifically related to heterogeneous models.
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The ontology models have been developed through Protégé and expressed in RDF format. Protégé
is an open-source ontology development tool and framework which supports the implementation of
intelligent systems. It is backed by a large community of users in academia and corporate [62]. One of
the reasons to use Protégé is that it provides the facility to develop knowledge-oriented solutions in
any domain with much powerful modeling capability.

The base ontology model provides a hub for the integration of multiple semantic ontologies to
express the concepts of a domain. In this case, the domain of our use case is the affective states of
human health. Therefore the base ontology provides an intermediated concepts, data properties and
object properties and semantic conditions that satisfy the rules imposed by the shared representation
model for the core data and metadata. The semantic base ontology model developed for the affective
heath states data has been shown in Figure 16. Moreover, the descriptions of the data input from
multiple ontologies that are represented into base feature elements have been incorporated in the
model, as shown in the RDF code in Figure 17. The implementation of the base ontology model
provides an RDF based ontology to incorporate the affective states concept integration for the AMIGOS
ontology and DEAP ontology models. To express the shared representation of the ontology concepts,
the lexicon dictionaries of affective states [63] has been followed.

The semantic alignment process is based on the semantic annotation procedures. In order to
perfectly align the concepts and the properties of different domains’, annotation of the data with respect
to standard ontologies has been achieved. Moreover, to support the interoperability of these different
annotation schemes, a common annotation based on the base ontology model has been developed. In
this case, to map the annotation of the AMIGOS model to the DEAP model, semantic annotation to
the base ontology model through shared data mapping has been performed. The illustration of this
annotation model has been demonstrated in Figure 18.
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In the above model, annotations are expressed as named graphs where the annotation triples are
at the center. The model contains types (such as the AMIGOS Annotation) and also the metadata (such
as the affective state, severity level, etc.). A combination of types and the metadata form the context of
annotation. The representation of annotation for two models and their mapping has been shown in the
following code snippet (as presented in Figure 19).
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To perform semantic annotation based on the shared data model, an instance of semantic mapping
among the concepts of sensor modality data has been shown in the following ontology mapping
Figure 20. In this mapping, it has been shown that Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) observations from
DEAP ontology are mapped to the GSR concepts of the AMIGOS ontology with the mediation of the
base ontology model and the semantic annotation with the shared data representations. Moreover,
the semantic annotation based on the developed AMIGOS ontology to annotate the AMIGO sensor
modalities has been shown in Figure 20, whereas a sample of the AMIGOS ontology annotated concepts
in the OWL format is listed in Figure 21.
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5.3. Semantic Alignment of the Affective States Ontology Models

Additionally, a semantic alignment process based on the base ontology model has also been
developed to align the models expressing the healthcare data with the semantic heterogeneity in
terms of the concepts of the domain and data or object properties of the domain. The alignment
has been performed with microservice processes which harmonize the concept from each domain
ontologies, in our case, these include the AMIGOS ontology, DEAP ontology, and ACGM ontology.
The ACGM ontology is the third ontology we developed for our proof of concept to evaluate the
semantic alignment process. Moreover, in these settings, microservices are designed to extract the
ontology concepts from the list of VOs which represent the data expressed by the individual ontology.
Three microservices, each aligning the ontology of the individual model to the base ontology model
have been developed. The semantic alignment process has been illustrated in Figure 22. The process
involves mapping the concepts of the semantic model of diverse ontologies into a base ontology model.
For example, the VO Blood Volume Pulse (VO_BVP_d) and VO Electromyography (VO_EMG_d) from
the DEAP ontology model and VO_BVP_A and VO_EMG_A from the ACGM ontology model express
the same type of data with different semantics. The alignment of such data has been achieved using
microservices which map these input data based on the semantic similarity processing into a common
model of base ontology instances.
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5.4. Evaluation and Discussion

To evaluate the semantic interoperability provisioning features with the proposed semantic
mediation model, several aspects have been analyzed. First, the experiments have been performed to
evaluate the semantic alignment process; this is achieved through analyzing the performance of the
learning algorithm on the semantic data models. The experiments have been repeated and the best
results have been reported.

Secondly, experiments have also been performed to evaluate the behavior of semantic objects
created in the process, such as VOs and CVOs. The performance of microservices processes for the
semantic interoperability processing tasks, such as the discovery of VO ontologies from the global
ontology catalog, semantic alignment, and query processing tasks have been analyzed.

Based on the semantic alignment of ontology models, the final mapping of semantic concepts
has also been evaluated. The mapping results are expressed in terms of the accuracy of the semantic
similarity alignment of ontologies. A standard method of measuring the performance of the ontology
alignment task has been followed. For this, a set of affective health state ontologies data have been
utilized for the experiments. To judge the performance of semantic interoperability, the precision
measure, recall, and f-measure are defined with the following equations, where RLalignment are the
relevant alignments and RTalignment are the retrieved alignments.
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Besides, results have been extracted, preprocessed, and prepared based on various tools. For the
development of ontology models, protégé has been used. To extract different ontology features, Jena
Libraries [53] have been utilized. For experiments, we have set up Apache Jena Fuseki [59] based
SPARQL Endpoint and RDF repositories. The learning models have been implemented using Python
with the Keras. Training has been performed on Intel Core i7; with 3.4 GHz clocked, 32 GB RAM and
NVIDIA GeForce GTX configuration.

The experimental analysis for the semantic alignment task has been performed on several ontology
pairs discussed in Section 4.2.2. These ontology pairs constitute the data related to affective human
health conditions. We divide the ontologies into two groups where the first group is used for training,
and the second group is utilized for the testing purpose. In the experiment settings, reference ontology
from the source group needs to be aligned with the ontologies in the target group. In these experiments,
an F-Measure which is known as the measure of test the accuracy has been calculated. It can be realized
from Figure 23, that the testing accuracy obtained on different data is reasonably good such as 80.24%,
82.66%, 85.95% in the three groups shown below, respectively.
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Moreover, experimental analysis on the benchmark dataset of ontologies from Ontology Alignment
Evaluation Initiative (O.A.E.I) [45,64] has been conducted. The dataset constitutes about 110 ontologies.
We utilize 70% of the data for training and 30% for testing. In the experiment settings, the source
ontology needs to be aligned with the target ontologies. For the processing of ontologies, the Jena [53]
framework has been used and the method to mine the descriptions of ontology graphs (Section
“Procedure for Learning Representations”) has been utilized. Vectors of the ontology entities have
been developed before model assignments. Training of AuEs model has taken up to 200 iterations in
the first settings and up to 400 iterations in the second. The representation learning experiment with
AuEs has been analyzed and the results are shown in the graph (Figure 24), expressing the precision,
recall, and f-measure. Here to compare the alignment of the ontology graphs in the two settings of our
approach, including Set-A and Set-B with different layers of AuEs. It has been realized that the method
acquires reasonable value in f-measure by a maximum of 84% with the first set in Set-A, and by 86%
maximum f-measure with the second set in Set-B.

Additionally, we examine the discovery time concerning semantic virtual object ontology models.
In the semantic interoperability implementation setup discussed in Section 4.2.1, these settings allow
the discovery process of virtual and composite virtual objects, which is achieved through processing
SPARQL query requests to the ontology catalog. In these experimental settings, it has also been
observed that the discovery time is proportional to the increasing number of objects. As in the case of
CVOs, the object’s discovery processing require the reading of the ontology graphs which requires
requesting RDF graphs from the SPARQL endpoints. The increasing number of requests for the CVOs
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increase the processing time to discover the CVOs as it can be observed from Figure 25a. Moreover,
in the semantic interoperability provisioning settings, discovering the VO ontology graphs has also
been realized which plays a part in semantic composition scenarios. In this case, an increase in VOs
increases, ultimately the time required to discover the objects. However, it has also been realized from
Figure 25b, that VOs are discovered in less time as of the CVOs, this is because of the fact that when
the CVO discovery process is instantiated, additional rules need to be checked that involve checking
the conditions on semantic ontology graphs and the semantic dependencies on VO ontologies.
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Besides, the system has also been evaluated with respect to semantic processing of microservices.
The evaluation has been done by analyzing the execution time of different tasks of microservices’
functional operations (as shown in Figure 26). These tasks include (1) the semantic annotation (SAN)
microservice for the semantic annotation of the data, (2) the query processing (QPR) microservice
which involves the discovery of multiple VOs and CVO ontologies, (3) the semantic alignment (SAL)
microservice for semantic mapping of ontology models. For each microservice task, instances have
been created to accept service requests. The average execution time of one and ten instances of each
service has been illustrated in the following graph. The SAN execution time is less than the other
microservices execution time, but it highly depends on the volume of data, in this case, 500+ tuples
have been annotated by the service by a single instance. The QPR execution time, on the other hand, is
dependent on the querying the SPARQL endpoint; the query processing time for an average discovery
of 30 objects, has been shown for the single service instance. It has been analyzed that the SAL
services require additional average execution time, it is due to fact that the alignment process includes
sub-processes for the model selection and execution to perform alignment among the concepts or
entities of the selected ontologies.
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6. Conclusions

Nowadays, healthcare systems are continuously evolving from just keeping a simple record of
patient observations to much more sophisticated services based on the modern electronic health record
of patients. This contains not only the symptoms and clinical recommendations from doctors but
also physiological healthcare conditions collected and observed from time to time through diverse
sources such as wearable devices or environmental sensors. Achieving data interoperability in such
a scenario has become a much more complicated issue currently. This study provides a solution by
focusing on semantic interoperability aspects in healthcare services to mitigate the heterogeneity of
information services and foster data sharing and integration. To overcome the challenge, the proposed
work contributes a semantic mediation model that provides a novel solution for data interoperability
in heterogeneous healthcare applications. The model involves several features including semantic
annotation of healthcare data collected from different sources, a semantic alignment mechanism
involving the deep representation or learning-based semantic mapping, and integration of healthcare
concepts. The work also contributes a base ontology model to enable the mapping of healthcare
concepts from diverse ontology models and it provides a Web of Objects (WoO) based ontology catalog
infrastructure to deploy semantic ontologies which can be utilized in a heterogeneous healthcare
environment to support interoperable data management and processing features. The semantic
mediation process has been demonstrated with the experimental setting, and details on the utilization
of the proposed model are furnished.
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